EAT.GROW.LOVE.

Make a difference to NTU students and communities living with hunger in Singapore!

Join our EAT.GROW.LOVE campaign to sponsor meals for the hungry in Singapore while supporting financially needy students here on campus.

Support Towards Zero Hunger
815 million people in the world don’t get the food they need to live a healthy life. As part of the United Nation’s Sustainable Development plan towards Zero Hunger, we are calling our alumni to take part in this movement to support in feeding the local communities living with hunger in Singapore.

NTU Bursary
1 in 5 NTU students struggles with financial difficulties every year. Of these, 20% lose a parent to illness or divorce. Many take up tuition or part-time jobs, causing their grades and school life to suffer. Bursaries help your juniors in need to achieve their full potential, and be the full-time students they should be.

HOW YOU CAN HELP:
Donate:
Your donation ($20/$50/$100/$200) will support financially needy students in NTU and sponsor 12 meals for the hungry in Singapore.

Participate in the Meal-Packing Event:
Join us for 2 hours of fun on the NTU campus. Be part of the 500 participants to pack 100,000 meals on Saturday, 23 February 2019. This easy yet powerful activity brings passionate individuals together to make a stand against hunger, and be part of a global community in supporting the United Nation’s goal towards Zero Hunger by 2030.

Donate and/ or sign up as a participant for the meal-packing event now!


*The donation made towards NTU Bursary is eligible for government matching and tax deduction that is 2.5 times the donation value (applicable to Singapore tax residents only).